2019/2020

Autumn Term- Britain in Conflict.
Fiction
Poetry
Playscripts
Drama

Spring Term - Anglo Saxons

English

Fiction
Recounts - diaries,
letters, biography/
autobiography,
newspaper reports

Maths

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Science

Electricity
Light

Living things
Animals including
Humans

Properties of materials
and changes

Computing

Esafety
Coding - design and debugging code.
Ongoing creation, data handling and
manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Esafety
Programming.
Ongoing creation, data handling and
manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Esafety
Controlling technology.
Ongoing creation, data handling and
manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Geography

Locational knowledge - Europe and place in the
world.
Mapping skills - coordinates and grid
references.
Key places linked ot events - physical and
human settlements and changes.

Locational knowledge - mapping skills,
identify continents, countries.
UK - land-use patterns and how these have
changed over time.
Human settlements - differences over time
and according to area and need e.g. climate,
food, agriculture.
Fieldwork.

Locate world’s countries - Europe. Then and
now. Changes over time.
Comparison with UK - understanding the
similarities/ differences. Human geography Greece.
Physical geography - climate, rivers,
mountains, volcanoes etc.

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

Genre Fiction
Argument and debate
Classic narrative
Instructions and
explanations

Reports and
Journalistic writing
Poetic style

Summer Term - Ancient Greece

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

Classic novels
Persuasive writing
Debate poetry and
telling a story.
Riddles and rhymes

Genre stories
Non chronological
reports
Power of imagery

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

History

A study of an aspect or theme in British history
- beyond 1066.
A significant turning point in British History The Battle of Britain, Dunkirk and D-Day.
Britain in conflict.

Design &
Technical knowledge - Understand and use
Technology electrical systems in their products.

Britain's settlement by Anglo-Saxons and
Scots - Scots invasion from Ireland to North
Britain,
Anglo- Saxon invasion - settlements and
kingdoms. Local study - changes in local
area. Place names.

Ancient Greeks - A study of Greek life and
achievements and their influence on the
western world.

Generate ideas - jewellery, writing, vases.
Anglo Saxon structures and use of clay.

Greek vases - clay modelling.
Generate ideas, model and select materials.
Structures - architecture. Cultural changes
and how these were created.
Cooking

Apply their understanding of computing to
program, monitor and control their products.
Cooking. Morse Code
Art &
Design

Propaganda posters.
Silhouette artwork - linked to remembrance.
Black and white imagery - telling a story
through a picture.

Use sketch books to make sketches.
Record their observations.
Link to D&T and Science with detailed
diagrams.

Greek art designs - linked to Greek
architecture. Learn about great artists and
architects.
Greek Vases.

Music

WW2 style music.
History of 20 century music. Appreciation of
music ad the eﬀect on the listener.
Singing - rounds. Composing own music.

Listen and appraise music.
Listen to music from a particular period of time.
Singing.
Composing and presenting music.

History of music - link to theatres - greek
theatre.
Playing instruments. Composing.

P.E

Tag Rugby
Football
Dance

Hockey
Basketball
Skipping

Cricket
Athletics
Swimming

R.E

Prayer and worship asking questions and
seeking answers.

MFL

Body parts,
Clothes and colours. Jobs

Greetings and conversations. Reading and
writing in French. Ongoing numbers, colours,
places.

Routines, days of the week.
Places. Likes and dislikes.

PSHE

Safe and happy. Empathy, peer pressure,
growth mindset. Friendship. British values.

Safe and happy. Anti bullying. Targets and
goals. Aspirations. Getting on/falling out. Cooperations. Feelings.

Safe and happy. Kindness and manners.
Our place in the world. Changes ot each other
and ourselves.

Christmas

Temptation - what can
we learn form Muslims
and Christians?

Easter

Values - what can we
learn from Christians
and Humanists?

Christian aid and
Islamic relief - can
they change the
world?

2020/2021

Autumn Term - Stone Age to Iron Age
Fiction
Poetry
Playscripts
Drama

Spring Term - Shakespeare and The Battle of
Shrewsbury

English

Fiction
Recounts - diaries,
letters, biography/
autobiography,
newspaper reports

Maths

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Number and place value, Addition and
subtraction, Geometry and properties of
shape, Multiplication and division, Money,
Time, Statistics, Fractions Reasoning and
problem solving. Application of skills.

Science

Working scientifically.
Living things and their
habitats.

Animals and humans.
Evolution and
inheritance
Properties and
changes of materials.

Earth and space
Forces

Computing

Esafety
Using technology safely. Using the internet.
Ongoing creation, data handling and
manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Esafety
Selecting, using and combining a range of
software..
Presentations. Ongoing creation, data handling
and manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Esafety.
Algorithms - use logical reasoning to explain
simple algorithms.
Ongoing creation, data handling and
manipulation, edit and improve and
presentation including multimedia.

Geography

Human and physical geography - settlements.
Where in the world. Locations.
Place knowledge. Grid references. Coordinates. Creating maps.

Geographical skills - local area. Using maps on
site.
Local knowledge and changes in geography physical and human settlements. Travel through
the ages - discoveries.

Using maps to focus on European then non
European countries. Aerial photographs to
show diﬀerences in land, landuse, physical
landscape. Climate work - comparing climates.
Link to farming.

History

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the
Iron Age
Link to Iron Age hill forts - Oswestry and Caer
Caradoc. Baschurch
Bronze Age circles - Stiperstones, The Wrekin

A local history study - Battle of Shrewsbury.
Several aspects of national history reflected in
this locality (Beyond 1066) Significant history in
the locality.
British values.
Shakespeare - Henry IV

A non European society that provides contrast
with British History. British values.

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

Genre Fiction
Argument and debate
Classic narrative
Instructions and
explanations

Reports and
Journalistic writing
Poetic style

Summer Term - The Shang Dynasty

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

Classic novels
Persuasive writing
Debate poetry and
telling a story.
Riddles and rhymes

Genre stories
Non chronological
reports
Power of imagery

Farming Award
(Agriculture and
landuse)

Design &
Design - generate, develop, model and
Technology communicate their ideas through discussion,

annotated sketches, cross sectional and
exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern
pieces and computer aided design.
Structures - stiffen and reinforce structures.

Cooking - every two weeks. Shakespearean
style food.
Evaluate - Understand how key events and
individuals in design and technology helped
shape the world. - Battle of Shrewsbury. Long
bows on English soil.

Cooking - every two weeks. Specific cultural
dishes.
Culture - artwork, oracle bones. Dragon
designs. Clothes.

Art &
Design

Weaving

Shakespeare theatre props. Costumes.
Theatrical masks.

Chinese artwork.
Chinese writing.

Music

History of music linked to topic - listening,
evaluating, reading, editing, writing music.
Composed a piece linked to the topic
presented/recorded.

History of music linked to topic - listening,
evaluating, reading, editing, writing music.
Creating and composing music for theatre atmosphere and mood. Language of music
and reading notes.

History of music linked to topic - listening,
evaluating, reading, editing, writing music.
Instruments from the culture.

P.E

Tag Rugby
Football
Dance

Hockey
Basketball
Skipping

Cricket
Athletics
Swimming

R.E

Religion - The
individual. Exploring
commitment

MFL

Greetings and basic conversation.
Routines. Directions. Places in town. Naming
Objects in the classroom. Saying where we live. buildings. Giving directions. Asking and
answering simple questions.

Food, sports and hobbies.

PSHE

Safe and happy. Moral of the story. Looking
after ourselves and each other..

Safe and happy. Kindness and manners.
Our place in the world. Changes to each other
and ourselves.

Christmas

Words of wisdom from
Sikhs, Muslims and
Christians

Expressing spiritual
ideas and beliefs. God
through the Arts.
(Easter_

Safe and happy. Anti bullying. Targets and
goals. Aspirations. Looking after our resilience.

What will make our community more
respectful? (Many religions - beliefs)

